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Volunteer for WSF 2017
Join Us

Announcement
The 2017 World Science Festival is now accepting applications for volunteers!

Join Us





World Science Festival Gala 2017
Attend

Event Description
The World Science Festival celebrates our 10th Anniversary during our 2017 Gala.

Attend





NYC Festival Dates Announced:
May 30 – June 4
Read More

Announcement
Join us for an exploration of groundbreaking discoveries, encounters with the trailblazing scientists and thinkers who are changing the world, and youth & family events that will inspire the next generation of leaders.

Read More






Explore The World Science Festival

Beyond Einstein: Gravitational Rainbows
The Beyond Einstein series explores the implications of gravity pushed to the extreme, tackling dark energy, black holes and white holes. Here Claudia De Rham joins Brian Greene to consider how dark energy may produce gravitational rainbows. WATCH NOW >



Beyond Einstein: Gravitational Echoes
Erin Kara and Shep Doeleman join Brian Greene to explore the exotic physics that rules all that happens near the edge of a black hole. WATCH NOW >



Beyond Einstein: Gravitational Geysers
Renowned physicist and author Carlo Rovelli joins Brian Greene to explore the speculative astrophysical chimera - white holes.  WATCH NOW >



Was the Big Bang the Beginning? Reimagining Time in a Cyclic Universe
A universe that continually expands is the dominant cosmological framework. But could a cyclic universe – forever contracting and expanding – be a more convincing paradigm?WATCH NOW >



AI: Grappling with a New Kind of Intelligence
Explore the landscape of possible futures in a brave new world of thinking machines, with the leaders at the vanguard of artificial intelligence. WATCH NOW >



Apply to be a 2024 World Science Scholar
The World Science Scholars  program provides an unparalleled opportunity for highly gifted high school students from around the world to explore cutting-edge scientific research with world-renowned scientists.  Applications for 2024 are due April 15th. LEARN MORE >





Meet the Greatest Minds in the World
Explore physics, technology, cosmology, biology, mathematics, and more with leaders in the field.
Watch Now
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Playlist
Big Ideas
BRILLIANT BREAKTHROUGHS: The Kavli Prize
Cool Jobs
Live with Brian Greene
One on One with Genius
Physics & Mathematics
Pioneers in Science
Popular Videos
Salons
Science & the Arts
The Best of Brian Greene
The Big, The Small, and The Complex
Women In Science
Your Daily Equation
Youth & Family








The New Golden Age of Space Exploration
Humans are heading back to the moon…and this time, they have plans to stay. National and international space agencies, and private enterprise, are joining forces with the goal of establishing …




Rebooting the Cosmos: Is the Universe the Ultimate Computer?
As computers become progressively faster and more powerful, they’ve gained the impressive capacity to simulate increasingly realistic environments. Which raises a question familiar to aficionados of The Matrix—might life and the world as we know it be a simulation on a super advanced computer?




The Reality of Reality: A Tale of Five Senses
Your eyes and ears don’t tell you the truth. That’s not what they’re for. The senses evolved to enable us to survive and succeed in the world, not to represent …




Consciousness: Explored and Explained
Consciousness is a terrible curse. Or so says a character in screenwriter/director Charlie Kaufman’s Being John Malkovich. Part theater of the absurd and part neuroscience fiction, the Oscar-winning filmmaker’s work captures the splintering between what we perceive and what we feel as our brains grapple with multiple layers of reality. 




Cool Jobs: Monkey Mind Reader
Lemurs, capuchin monkeys, and macaques help cognitive psychologist Laurie Santos understand how we think and are able to use tools, do math, and perform other tasks that make us human. …




COOL JOBS: EXERCISE BRAIN-CHANGER
What do aerobic exercise and memory have in common? According to neuroscientist Wendy Suzuki, more than you think. Her passion for the human brain, memory, and exercise are inspiring people …
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Join the World Science Festival Mailing List
Please enter all required fields



Founding Benefactors
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